A Voice Activated Sex Toy That Responds to Requests? AdultSexToys.com Announces One of the Newest Innovations In Sex Toys

If your boyfriend won't listen maybe your sex toy will? AdultSexToys.com announces one of the newest innovations in sex toys: a voice activated toy that responds to requests.

(PRWEB) May 06, 2010 -- Santa Monica, CA (Vocus) May 6, 2010 -- It is almost cliche to hear the complaint that a man doesn't listen but according to AdultSexToys.com there is now a line of sex toys that will. The Voice Activated Bunny by Lady Calston is the latest advent in sex toys that enters a new realm.

The rabbit vibrator, made especially popular years ago when featured on an episode of "Sex and the City," has remained one of the best selling types of sex toys on the market ever since. In fact, there are now over 300 vibrators that currently utilize the dual design and market themselves as rabbit vibrators while also continually bringing in all all kinds of new innovations in an attempt to set themselves apart. Some light up, some are rechargeable or waterproof. Others have up to ten independent speeds for both the shaft rotation and vibrating elements that result in a staggering 700 total settings to choose from within one vibrator.

"With the selection we currently have it is hard to justify carrying another rabbit vibe but The Voice Activated Bunny by Lady Calston was definitely an innovation we hadn't seen before." said Nicole Irvin, AdultSexToys.com's product manager.

The Lady Calston Bunny Vibrator is completely programmable to your own voice and according to the manufacturer, "responds to every command." They also offer more than just a rabbit version of their voice activated toy line and AdultSexToys.com is now carrying all three of the Lady Calston voice activated vibrators which also include: the Hunk, fashioned after a more realistic appearance and the Slim and sultry which utilizes a smooth classic shape.

"Part of the feedback with some of the more advanced rabbit vibrators had been that with so many buttons, features, speeds etc. some of them have control pads that look like they could have been designed by NASA.

Few people want to turn on the lights and get out a manual in order to use their sex toy" according to Irvin. That is why some of AdultSexToys.com's best selling rabbit vibrators are still some of the simplest. However, with the Voice Activated Bunny the goal was to have a toy that offered the best of both worlds. It comes with nine unique functions but by being voice activated spares the user from having to interrupt anything to change settings they can simply tell it what they would like it to do.
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